
Robert Smith
Ops Manager

Phone  (123) 456 78 99
Email: info@qwikresume.com

Website : www.qwikresume.com
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/qwikresume

Address: 1737 Marshville Road, Alabama

SUMMARY

Ops Manager with a customer service emphasis seeking a management or individual contributor 
position. Relevant skills include employee development, operations management in a 
manufacturing environment, process improvement, and cross-functional collaboration with a 
successful proven track record in growth and financial development.

SKILLS

Environmental, Emergency Response, Industrial.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Ops Manager
ABC Corporation  March 2007 – November 2008 
 Organised and routed 40 company and owner-operator drivers and 2 dispatch personnel.
 Calculated profit and loss on all loads based on fuel costs, mileage, truck maintenance, driver 

and insurance costs.
 Oversaw inbound and outbound domestic and international loads.
 Tracked and traced all Intermodal movements, resolve any service interruptions, coordinate 

deliveries and enter appointments.
 Accepted loads electronically and update load events on customer web based sites, transmit 

EDI events and maintain loads on TMS dispatch software.
 Ensured that all correct reports are ran and in a timely manner.
 Monitored and authorized entrance and departure of employees, visitors, and other persons 

to guard against theft and maintain security of premises.

Ops Manager
Delta Corporation  2005 – 2007 
 Ranked in the top 10 in sales and customer satisfaction rating.
 Address customers concerns regarding billing issues.
 Adjust customers account accordingly.
 Dramatically enhanced customer-satisfaction ratings by expediting all claims and ensuring a 

high degree of accuracy.
 Hired and trained personnel as needed Conducted internal and external investigations as 

needed Reported daily to property management Processed daily, .
 Responsible for scheduling crews, scheduling jobs crews go on, assuring proper equipment 

gets to job, manage most phone calls, responsible for fleet .
 Responsible for scheduling crews, scheduling jobs crews go on, assuring proper equipment 

gets to job, manage most phone calls, responsible for fleet .

EDUCATION

BA In Civil Engineer
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